A statistical parametric speech synthesis system based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) has grown in popularity over the last few years. In this approach the system simultaneously models spectrum, excitation, and duration of speech using contextdependent HMMs and generates speech waveforms from the HMMs themselves. This paper describes the HMM-based speech synthesis system and applies it to Arabic language using small size training speech database as an example, and shows that the resulting model database has the advantage of being small (can be less than 1MB). Experiments show that using Mel-cepstral coefficients as spectral parameters of speech waveforms for training gives better results than using LPC or PARCOR coefficients. Experiments also show that increasing the number of Gaussian Mixtures with this relatively small size training data has the disadvantage of poor generalization of HMMs that leads to perceivable discontinuities and clicks in the synthesized speech.
Introduction:
Speech synthesis defined as the process of generating speech signal, this target can be accomplished using many ways. The traditional way is waveform concatenation (ex: PSOLA), this technique has been shown to synthesize high quality typically more natural sounding speech, now the RealSpeak from Nuance and AT&T Labs Text-toSpeech (TTS) are famous concatenative commercial speech technology systems for TTS [18] . But concatenative systems have the disadvantages of limited number of voices and that it uses a lot of memory to use speech waveforms. Another way for speech synthesis is producing speech entirely through software using linguistic rules and models based on analyzing human speech. So this method some times called rule-based synthesis, formant speech synthesis or parametric synthesis since it generates small compact parameters from human speech then it uses these parameters to generate speech signal. DECtalk is still the best commercial formant synthesizer [18] . Formant synthesizers have the advantages of using small memory since the size of the extracted parameters is less than the size of the speech signal in waveform and the easy customization of synthesized voices. But they have the disadvantage in the generated sound that it is more mechanical sounding (less quality than concatenative ones). A new approach that has grown in the last few years is statistical parametric speech synthesis system based on hidden Markov models (HMMs). HMM has been proved as a powerful tool in speech recognition since the models produced from the training process contain statistical data that models the input speech signal and these models have small size. This paper study the development of HMM-based synthesizer and the effect of changing speech spectral parameters and number of HMM Gaussian mixtures on the synthesized speech and the size of stored HMMs set for Arabic HMM-based synthesis system trained with low size speech training data. Figure 1 shows the training and synthesis parts of the HMM-based TTS system. In the training part, first, spectral parameters (e.g., LPC, mel-cepstral coefficients, etc…) and excitation parameters (e.g., fundamental frequency) are extracted from speech database. The extracted parameters are modeled by context-dependent HMMs. In the synthesis part, a context-dependent label sequence is obtained and a sentence HMM is constructed by concatenating context dependent HMMs according to the context dependent label sequence. By using parameter generation algorithm, spectral and excitation parameters are generated from the sentence HMM. Finally, by using a synthesis filter, speech is synthesized from the generated spectral and excitation parameters [6] [15] [16] . Spectral and excitation parameters are needed for any synthesis filter to generate speech waveforms so both must be modeled by HMMs. Also HMMs have state duration densities to model the temporal structure of speech. So we need to train HMMs with spectral and excitation parameters simultaneously to improve the synthesized speech in manner that we can regenerate them in the synthesis phase from the trained HMMs using the parameter generation algorithm. Training and synthesis parts of the system are explained with applying them on Arabic language in the following sections.
HMM-based synthesis system:

Figure (1):
The scheme of HMM-based synthesis system
Training part:
In training part HMMs are built for excitation and spectral parameters for each speech unit. Spectral parameters are modeled using continuous distribution HMMs [3] but excitation parameters modeled using Multi-Space Distribution HMMs (MSD-HMM) to overcome the problem of the voiced and unvoiced regions [4] . If spectrum and pitch models are modeled separately, speech segmentations may be discrepant between them and this may cause discontinuities in the synthesized speech. To avoid this problem, context dependent HMMs are trained with feature vector which consists of spectrum, pitch and their dynamic features (By the inclusion of dynamic coefficients in the feature vector, the dynamic coefficients of the speech parameter sequence generated in synthesis are constrained to be realistic) but in different streams [2] [5] . HMMs trained using embedded training strategy since embedded training doesn't need phoneme boundaries to be provided in the training data [3] , [7] and [12] . State duration densities are modeled by single Gaussian distributions [10] to model the temporal structure ( the speaking rate ) of speech data . Now the stored HMMs set are ready to be used for synthesis.
Synthesis part:
Figure (2): Synthesis part
In the synthesis part shown in Figure 2 , to synthesize a speech signal a context label sequence that corresponds to the sequence of speech units to be synthesized is constructed first, then, according to the label sequence, a sentence HMM is constructed by concatenating context dependent HMMs. State durations of the sentence HMM are determined so as to maximize the output probability of state durations [10] , [3] , and then a sequence of spectral parameters and F0 values is determined using the speech parameter generation algorithm. Finally, speech waveform is synthesized directly from the generated mel-cepstral coefficients and F0 values by using the appropriate synthesis filter.
Speech parameter generation algorithm:
For a given continuous mixture HMM , an algorithm for determining speech parameter vector sequence 
in such a way that
Is maximized with respect to O, where
is the state and mixture sequence, i.e., (q,i) indicates the i-th mixture of state q. The speech parameter vector t consists of static feature vector c t =[c t (1) 
First, maximizing P(O,Q| ) with respect to O for a fixed state and mixture will be calculated for all Qs then, the Q that will give maximum probability will be taken, so Q is considered to be given and the problem will be maximizing P(O|Q, ) . Since each state output is modeled by Gaussian distribution , so 
µ qt an d U qt are the 3M × 1 mean vector and the 3M × 3M covariance matrix, respectively, associated with i-th mixture of state qt, and the constant K is independent of O. It is obvious that P(O|Q, ) is maximized when O=M without the conditions (5), (6) , that is, the speech parameter vector sequence becomes a sequence of the mean vectors.
Conditions (5), (6) can be arranged in a matrix form:
Where
And W is matrix that contains the weights used to compute delta and delta-delta in equations (5) and (6). Maximizing P(O|Q ) with respect to O is equivalent to that with respect to C. By setting
The following set of equations will be obtained
that can be utilized and solved using Cholesky decomposition and the parameter sequence that maximizes P(O|Q, ) is obtained [1] .
Synthesis filter:
As explained before in case of training HMMs with LPC coefficients or PARCOR coefficients obtained from LPC ones, LPC filter or lattice filter should be used respectively. And in case of using mel-cepstral coefficients Mel Log Spectrum Approximation filter (MLSA filter) should be used for synthesis. The detailed design of this filter is discussed in reference [9] .
Experiments:
Using the steps mentioned before, a HMM-based synthesis system for Arabic language developed by building HMMs set for Arabic diaphones [12] using only phonetically balanced 367 sentences from Arabic speech database [11] . Speech signals were sampled at 16 kHz. Feature vectors were constructed by combining two parts, spectral part that consists of 24 static parameter and their delta and delta-delta, excitation part that consist of F0 pattern and its delta and delta-delta. This means that feature vector length is 75. Experiments have been made to see the effect of using LPC coefficients, PARCOR coefficients obtained from LPC ones and mel-cepstral coefficients as spectral parameters during training on the quality of the synthesized speech. Experiments also made to see the effect of increasing the number of Gaussian mixtures in each state of HMMs with those types of spectral parameters. This is done under the condition of using the mentioned low size training speech database and evaluated by objective and subjective experiments.
Objective experiments:
In objective experiments Entropy and Signal-to-Noise to signal ratio were measured for synthesized speech sentences. Entropy describes information-related properties for an accurate representation of a given signal. In the following expressions, s is the signal and (s i ) i the sample [13] [14] . The entropy E must be an additive cost function such that E(0)=0 and
Noise ratio calculated by removing noise using wavelet technique [13] then dividing the energy of the signal over the energy of the noise. Table 1 show the values of entropy and noise ratio for sentences synthesized from single Gaussian mixture HMMs and 2 Gaussian mixtures HMMs trained by LPC, PARCOR or mel-cepstral coefficients. It is clear that speech generated from HMMs trained with LPC coefficients has higher entropy and Signal-to-Noise ratio than those trained with PARCOR or mel-cepstral coefficients and that increasing the number of Gaussian mixtures generally increases these values in theses types of coefficients. 
Subjective experiments:
Subjective experiments were done by drawing the spectra and hearing synthesized speech sentences. It is clear from Figure 3 that increasing Gaussian mixtures improves the formant structure of the generated spectra in all cases and that HMMs trained with mel-cepstral coefficients generate spectra better than HMMs trained with LPC coefficients and HMMs trained with PARCOR coefficients obtained from LPC ones. However, by hearing these samples it is observed that the system synthesizes natural sounding speech which resembles the speaker in the training database. But the quality of speech waveforms generated from HMMs trained with mel-cepstral coefficients were significantly better than the quality of those generated from HMMs trained with PARCOR coefficients obtained from LPC ones that gives quality better than HMMs trained with LPC coefficients, The sound was more natural and smoother too. This happened because hearing these samples shows that speech generated from HMMs trained by LPC coefficients contains many occurrences of impulsive noise (clicks) in the same utterance. The reason of generating this impulsive noise is the low stability of LPC filter [17] that has the effect of giving false high values of entropy and signal-to-noise ratio because it couldn't be detected by the used noise filter since its duration is very short. Impulsive noise also may occur because of the poor generalization of trained HMMs, this happen if there were not enough repetitions for each model in the training database, so the number of contextdependent models used should be small and their length should be short [12] . Experiments show that increasing Gaussian mixtures has the advantage improving the structure of the synthesized speech units but has the effect of maximizing these clicks since increasing them has the result of more statistical Variances and Means to be updated in each state with this low training data leading to more poorly generalized HMMs as shown in Figure 4 .
Conclusions:
In this work an HMM-based Arabic speech synthesis system built using low size speech database in which speech is generated from HMMs themselves were introduced. By simultaneous modeling of spectral, excitation parameters and duration densities in unified framework, the speech produced from parameters generated from HMMs by the parameter generation algorithm constraint to be realistic and resemble the speaker in the training database. Objective experiments show that using LPC coefficients as spectral parameters for HMM training produces speech with entropy and Signal-to-Noise ratio higher than using PARCOR or mel-cepstral coefficients, and HMMs trained with PARCOR coefficients has lower size than HMMs trained with LPC coefficients that has lower size than HMMs trained with mel-cepstral coefficients. Objective experiments also show that increasing the number of Gaussian mixtures improves the entropy and the signal-to-noise ratio of the generated speech. However, subjective experiments show that speech generated from mel-cepstral parameters is higher in quality and more natural than the speech generated from LPC and PARCOR coefficients. It shows that speech generated from LPC contains impulsive noise that gives false high values for entropy and signal-to-noise ratio. Listening also show that increasing the number of Gaussian mixtures has the effect of making HMMs poorly generalized resulting in perceivable discontinuities and maximizing clicks in synthesized speech. Surely this will not happen if higher size speech database used for HMMs training.
